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An open hearing 
was held 'Itiesday 
before the 
Associated  Students Judiciary 
on whether the 
methods  to count die 
votes to bring
 two initiatives on the ballot 
were 
valid and legal. 
The two issues in question at the hear -
mg were
 the 
Campus  Life Initiative
 and 
the Campus Recreation Fee which were
 
put On die ballot according to the 
Associated Student Bylaws  requirements.
 
'Me question is, are our bylaws in con-
flict  with the education code," A.S. Chief 
Justice Denise Cully said. 
At issue is a conflict between the 
California
 State Ediu anon Code,
 ivhich 
requires signatures of 
10 percent of die 
enrolled  student population to 
bring  an 
Hilt 








natures  25 percent of the number 
of
 
students that voted in the last 
election.  




 die I-... 
itiuutig
 
was stopped at the 
25
 percent of the last 
election  mark and then
 put on die ballot 
Cully said the 25 
percent figure that 
was 
used 
as the minimum 








 whit hi would 
require  about 2,600 





111,111, 11) ( 
Soir.,cl  
  
SPAR vs. [tin 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
speaks
 with members of the media
 after a news conference held 












Staff  Writer 
tivnator Dianne Feinstein held a press confer-
ein. 
with
 San Jose 
Mayor
 Susan Hammer to 
liii"dn,
 e the Federal Gang 
Violence  Act, 
ivii 
h slie said she hopes will deter
 violent 
.1-111le III big 
cities. 
The 10 -point act 
doubles the penalty for any 
member of a gang who
 commits a federal 
crime. The
 bill also expands 
interstate  traffick-
ing laws to 
stop the selling of guns: it makes the 
solicitation of a 
minor to join in a crime a new 
crime;
 it makes it a crime 
to
 wear a bullet proof 
vest while 
committing a federal crime;
 anti it 
treats juveniles the
 same as adults 
when
 they 
illegally  give a 






 violence) is certainly
 a problem in the 















 sr. iiing 
goes
 on students 
.in get 
caught up in 0. 
Thomas 
Shigemasa,  assistant
  Inet ot 
h 
e 
of the San 
Jose Police 
Department,
 said i ime
 
has  increased 
162
 percent in San 




 also said 
it would be 
nice  to get 
support from 













 of the 
most  heinous 
iImes .111,1
 if 
they  commit 
adult  crimes 
they
 should be 
treat-


















gangs  have 
done  is [Ire -
ii 
is 
11% di i,ss 
lilc tc1111111.  
11.11111iltI  also said the Gang
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i., the bill. mid 
said
 she 
plans to Into schice 






rime  bill is a 
vein, le 

















































for an issue 
to be placed















The case of the killing of a Bill Graham 
Presents  
employee on Dec. 16, 1994 at a concert in the Event 
Center
 will go to pretrial on 
Feb. 2R in Santa Clara 
Sapreme
 Court. 
Justin Gies is accused with the slaying of Victor 
Morita with a
 
4inch  blade during 
a Danzig concert. 
According to Richard Titus,
 deputy district attorney, 
at
 













 "Gies had been 
drinking and there is a 
question to his mental sta-




demanded to be let into 
the back stage, and when 
security tried to stop him 











sail.  an army. 
Sherry Vasserman,  vic 
president of Bull Graham 
Presents. was at  
Danzig 















 s ante 
in 
intending to kill," she 
said. 
Wasserman, who 
witnessed  the ins 'dent, said Gies 
stabbed




security  had 
him handcuffed 
and  under ( ontrol. 
'Hien  Gies, after being resu.amed. looked up 
and 
said, "I'm OK now.
-




Slte its,  said Gies was
 
not indicative  of the crowd. 
Ii 1,.1, .1 
Vc
 sung, c 
lean










-(The incident was 
a) real fluke. Basic ally we had
 a 
madman. It 
wouldn't  have mattered if we 
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meeting  to discuss
 









next  quarterly' 




 scheduled for Friday, facul-
ty, stab at
 




 definition of a metropolitan university 
and how it 
applies
 to SJSU and its 
universi-
ty
 ( (immunities. 
President Robert 
I.. 











[able,  to discuss 






round table) is a way to look at 
academic planning and open (a) 
dialogue  
with faculty and
 students," said Marilyn 







faces three to seven 













 (..liarell said. 
Members
 of the Pew Round
 Table said 
the danger is that colleges 
and universities 
have
 become less 
relevant  to 
s.),  iety
 pre-
cisely  because they have vet to 1i:1.11a-stand 
the new 
demands
 twing placed (tit it  














cation  and access to ress es. 










Talil,  said 
that 
tlitise 
'here was a real open and













































realve that it is tulle tc, ieurivent
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11111 1-11)111)11111,111 
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 R, uumuiut 
Fable ni tatiln't. 
Chat  ell also said 
members
 of the 
s 






























change.-  Stahl caul. 








 is an indicator
 of 
success. 
It would he a 
real
 breakthrough for a 
burealicratu 1)111)11, institution when 
peo-
ple  
















College  of 
1111,1'1e...int! a s mild table 



















Rapper Snoop Doggy 
Dogg,  an ex -gang member 
turned 
successful  record-
ing artist, and his foliner 
bodyguard were acquitted 
of murder 
Tuesday  in the 
1993 shooting 










After three straight 






 itself: play as one 
unit 
and you will be 
unbeatable. 





wins  N.H. 
Pat Buchanan won a 
narrow 






Bob Dole from 
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need 
to build and repair and relax. 
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Justin  Carder 
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Eddie 
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 gag orders should 









murder case complained 
diat 
KNTV 
violated  a gag  
order  
when it aired a story about the 
defendant, Richard Allen Davis. 
Judge Thomas Hastings said 
he wasn't 
going to impose 
any 
sanctions, 
but would like the 
media to show some restraint. 
KNTV news 
director Terry 
NI, Elhatton said that they didn't 
want to create a media circus, but 




 court cases are 
public record. The public has the 
right to know the progress of 
a 
particular case. But how detailed 
can the media be when reporting 
on the case without tainting the 
information about it? 
We've seen this before. Case in 
point: the Simpson murder trial. 
Because of the media 
cover-
age, people 
formulated  opinions 
about O.J. 
Simpson,  Nicole 
Brown and Ron 
Goldman before 
Simpson even went to trial.
 
We see a similar situation with 
the 
Klaas case. Because publicity 
has been overwhelmingly against
 
Davis, the defense must find 
jurors who can 
set aside what 
they have heard and focus 
on
 the 
facts of the case. 
So the question 
remains: does 
the media affect the 
outcome of 
criminal trials? And if 
they
 do, 




think  so. True, the 
media 
may affect the way a per-





tial jury members, but the media 
will not present information the 
jurors will not 
come
 into contact 
with 
in





































































"Were  it 
left

















without  a 
govern-


















































television  was 
"The A





 one of 
the  most 
violent 
programs
 at the 
time. Shootings,
 stab-





show.  If I 
had  to equate
 it to the 
movie 
rating  system, 
I'd believe 
it be a PG









 in nature. Shows














 It's no 




























comes  after 







 and FOX are
 meeting to 
dis-
. uss a system 











the  notion is a 
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 mature for chil-
Without
 a ratings















 for a parent to 
determine 
what 




 with the 
show
 in a TV 
guide,  would 
give  a 
parent a standard
 that they 
can  use. Just as 
the 
PG, PG
-13  and R 
ratings  for 
movies  warn 
parents,
 the same 
principle  could












desensitizing  of 
children to 
violence  and 
s, -x than 
movies. 
























Ratings  and the V -chip could
 give parents 
the 
means  to 
protect  their 
children. 
Programs
 often show 
potpie 
getting










are  dealt 


















































 that she 
could not 
get
 a quick student 
loan "to buy a 
used
 car." She 
was  also upset
 that 
she did not 
receive "at 









 ilia, mit-ale 
inn 
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wrong.   
sensationalism
 and 
reality,  television 
may pro-
vide children
 a false 
sense  of what is 
real or 
what is 
moral.  Sure, 
the  A -Team 





enjoy  watching those racy 
because







 year. This year 
some 12,000
 students will receive 
more
 than $45 million in grants, 
loans, scholarship and 
work  study. 





 support staff dedicated
 to 
serve every student who 
requests  
or needs our assistatu 





 pointed out 
in 
her earlier article
 on financial aid 
offices (What's
 wrong with the .fina n-
cial aid 
office),
 there is a 
tremen-
dous amount of 
federal
 and state 
regulation that 
govern  the finan-
cial 
aid 




















 shows silt 
ii as 
Silk  Stalkings. 
I 
,Ion't believe 
programming  itself 
should be 
censored. Those
 who are mature
 enough to 
watch such 
material should be 
free to see it. A 
ratings system 
might even allow 








ifically  for 
adults.  The 
raungs system , ,.uld give 
parents
 the 
ability  to 
separate
 what sl tows



















 show drug 
use, vio-
lence, sex
 and other 




 parents to 





 the hectic 
schedules 
people  have, 
taking 
time  to talk to 
children will 
do




children  from 
watching
 a TV show. 




 Daily Slap- Writer: 
We 
too  
wish  that 
eve] v 
student's 
situatton  could be swath' resolved 
in a mutually satisfactory 
way. 
In Ms. Esquivel's case, it is true 
that there are no quick student 
















wiitly with us through the sys-
tem. I think that you will find the 
Financial Aid Office is con llll itted 























Packley. Ali Yari 
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Opinion Page Policies 
All Spartan 
Daily readers are 
encouraged  to express 
themselves  on the Opinion 
page
 with a Letter to the 
Editor
 or Campus 
Viewpoint.  
Letters or viewpoints 
must
 be typed and may be: 
put  in the Letters to the 
Editor  box at the Spartan 
Daily 
office in Dwight 
Bente!
 Hall, room 409 
.faxed to (408) 
924-3237 or 
*mailed to 




of Journalism and Mass 
Communications,  San 
Jose
 State University. One 




 become the property of the
 Spartan Daily 
and may 
be edited for clarity, grammar,
 libel and length. 
Submissions 
mutt
 contain the author's
 name. 
address. phone 
number,  signature and 
major,  
Editorials
 are written 
by, and are the 
consensus  
of
 the Spartan 
Daily editors, 
not the staff. 
Published




 the views of 
the Spartan 
Daily.  the 
School
 of 








 San Jose State Unisersity 








4p.m. Administration Bldg.. 
rm. 201. Call 924-5910. 
/Wan Student Union 
"Lion Dance." 12noon-lp.m. 





with  entertainment 
and refreshments.
 12..30p.tn. 









































Musk Bldg., CI total Activities
 
office. Cu1192+4332. 






Pacheco nu. Call 92+7097. 


























Student  Fellowship 
Bible study, and brown bag 
lunch. 12noon-1:30p.m.
 





Evening Bible study. 7p.m.-
8p.m. First Lutheran Church, 








Center. Call 924-8758. 
Physics
 Club 
Geneial meeting. Sp.m. 




Science  Department 
Washingtiii











































































 Call 924-4330. 
Thursday 





























 meeting. 6:00p.m. 
Student 
































Improvised  Music 
Studies  
Mariachi
 workshop. (one 
unit
 
credit, registratiini is open). 

































Debbie Dagne, ixiisiting. 
Gary
 Tt.,Itintei, in Med tale.dia. 

















































Mrs. Wayne, royal Dane, and a star chain 































who  was 
mar-




















the U.S. border. 
"I have been painting nearly 
everyday for the 




 with the  daily El Norte. "When he died, it 
was difficult ... Hie was always a great husband and 
father. We were 
very close." 
But she said Wayne had a defect: "He smoked 
too 
lunch."  
In her works, which she describes as realistic, 
Mrs. Wayne
 portrays her husband in various movie 
scenes, including 
from
 The Quiet Man. Also 
shown are a family portrait with their three chil-
dren.
 
One painting, a saloon scene, brings together 
both living and dead Hollywood legends, includ-
ing Barbra Streisand and James
 Dean. 
Site said she learned to paint as a schoolgirl, 
when she also played the piano, took ballet and 
cooking 
lessons.  
"In those days, they trained us to be a 
good 
wife," she told El Norte. 
Mrs. Wayne was invited to exhibit here by 
friends. Her works will be displayed for several 
weeks. 
"He was a great friend
 of Mexico, a country he 
loved very 
much,"  she said. 
Roberts 
has  too many balls in the air 
NEW YORK 
(AP) - Julia 
Roberts
 says it's a 
brave man who dares to ask for a 
date.  
"Nobody ever asks me 
out.
 Ever. Almost never. 
Almost absolutely never," she told 
Entertainment  
Weekly
 magazine. "Look, if you read the 
paper,  
you figure I'm booked till, like, 
2004. Like, why 
would you even ask me? I've got so many balls in 
the air, I can 
hardly  stand up!" 
One man who did 
ask  was Matthew Perry of 
"Friends." 
"I love being engaged in conversation with 
this 
man, because he's so terribly clever,"
 she said. "Wit 
is the key, I think, to anybody's heart, because
 who 
doesn't like to 
laugh? Who? Show me the person 
who doesn't like to laugh and I'll show you a per-
son
 with a toe tag." 




 - A bank 
is suing former 
Olympic skating star 
Dorothy  Hamill and her hus-
band for repayment of 
nearly  51i21,000  in 
loans
 
that went toward a 
skating -arena business now in 
financial
 trouble. 
Bank of America 
Arizona  filed suit last 
week
 
I lamill, het husband, In. Kenneth 
Forsythe,
 and I lamill Camel







The  hauls date !LOGI 1994 and financed Dorothy 
Hamill Skating Centers In( ., which runs a skating 
atenia In Scottsdale and has filed
 6mm bankruptcy.  









Prince  Consort Henrik and 
Crown
 Prince
 Frederik  












was  held for 18 years. 
Ahmed Kathiada,
 an aide to NI 
atidela.
 led the 
rival  patois on the tour of the 
pi 1,,,11 off Cape 
'1 




 area and 
bathrimilis  of 





 Kathrada and 
other Alm an 
National 
Congress  leaders 
were





 paused to 





 the visit was a gesture
 of thanks 
Ut 
die queen and
 all of Denmark for supporting the 
anteapartheid struggle.
 
The 'skinny' on Ivana and The Donald 














"Donald s always saying. 'You're
 so skinny,- she 
said in the















to 118 pounds. I ICI 
"People weren't seeing me for 
what's  on the 
inside 
as much as for that body,"
 she said. 
Mrs. Trump,
 32.  said she practiced
 yoga to get m 








stretch marks and has 




 nothing against it, but it frightens
 me 
and I don't think I 
could  stomach it 
Planet 
Hollywood
 goes public 
WASIIINGI  





mid  Rocky are looking for 
money.  
The parent 
company  of Planet 
Hollywood,  the 
star-studded restaurant 
chain,
 is planning to sell 
stock to the 
public. Planet 
Hollywood  
International Inc., in 




Commission,  said it intends to 
raise 
an estimated
 $190.5  million
 thi "ugh





 restaurant chain is 
u 
mined
 by more stars 
such





 the "Terminator" movies,  as 
well as actors
































LOS ANGELES (AP) - 
Rapper 
Snoop 












 1993 shooting 








Broachis,  stared 

































audience  to 
remain  calm.
 










 in the 
























know,  I 
mean,  





did  what 
he did.
 












































































































 David Kenner 
called























































jury has soundly rejected
 the pros-
ecution's case. We're hopeful, with 
further deliberation, they will 
reject the other
 counts." 
It was the latest in a string of 
high -profile 
rases  lost by Los 
Angeles County 
prosecutors, 
including the ()j. Simpson mur-
der case, the Menendez brothers' 
first  murder trial, the state trial of 
four officers 
accused





Deputy District Attorney Ed 
Nison said prosermors would not 
comment on an ongoing case. 





shot him in cold blood at 
a city 
park after Woldemariam flashed a 
gang sign and 
shouted  an obsceni-
ty in an earlier confrontation out-
side Broadus' apartment. 
Defense lawyers called the 
shooting an act
 of self-defense, 
claiming Woldemariam was going 
for a gun in the waistband of his 
pants when
 lee
 fired at him from 
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"Murder  is the 
 iii,' they  i .aninit-
ted. 
Murder
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to tour Park. 
But
 the lodge said 
such a trip 
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Mt police said. 
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 Equipment Group _ 's% 
experiencing unprecedented growth at  
Valley, CA facilities . With 950 
people  3,0
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 hill of awe. 
Rut turn the um 
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 till It ilieories :is to his as  
bit 
it IVIII t 
sillIt  
ill/  mill. I/III 
Owl  
stun it 
is cowing  the "quick-
ening,- 
electro-magnetic-field  
weapons that alter the weather, 
spin 
i it us 
ii 
lets, 
Carnie Wilson on 
an eating binge. The voices swear 




 king. lie it with a whimper 
or a 1,111g.  
Ii
 




 \c iii 
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ming the end of a 

















meaning to humans. After 
365 
days, for example, my culture 
ends
 a year. 
It slumld
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1%11:11 5, MI', III, I, !he 
rest
 of the 
world.
 







 till  world is starting 
to 
believe  what 
the voices 
are  say-
ing. AIDS, global warming, 
nuclear
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The night air 








ing it all in. I 
tried  to explain to 
him  why he shouldn't watt
 
hi the 
show.  I 
tried to tell him 
utunbers  and the universe and 
fear. I don't think he 
got it. Iii  
still 
wail hes the show. I'm sure. 
But
 











 1.1 liii IS  
Jordan.  
V,'ll see it I I 
lear this tip. 











e not liir trees or 
III 








thiesn't it seem silly that just as 





ti'  have seen it just happens 
that we all start Itt.ing chickens? 
It's just a number. Jordan,
 a big, 
huge, gigatint number that 
we 








 selves. should 
(bon 







There  are 
niatis things  we liiiintins 






be afraid of silly dung.. 11li need 
to build and repair and relax. We 
need to ride 
our big wheels. We 
need to eat 
gummy  rats. We need 
to live. 
Let






get to work. 
Isis! 
. You .11111  I 











 just gets 
higgel and higger.
 Our big 
III 
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able 
ii get 
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Columnist. 
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 judge. presiding 
over 
the Polly  KJ:cm kidnap and 
murder case complained 
that KNTV violated a 
gag  order 





defendant, Richard Allen Davis. 
Judge Thomas Hastings said 
he wasn't going to impose any 
sanctions, but would like the 
media to show some restraint. 
KNTV news director 
Terry 
McElhatton said that they didn't 
want to create a media circus, but 
wanted to get the story. Who is 
right? 
In California, court cases are 
public  record. The public has the
 
right to know the progress of a 
particular case. But how detailed 
can the  media be when reporting 
on the case without tainting the 
information about it? 
We've seen this before. Case in 
point: the Simpson murder trial. 
Because of the media cover-
age, 
people
 formulated opinions 
about 0.J. Simpson, Nicole 
Brown and Ron 
Goldman before 
Simpson even went to trial. 
We see a similar situation with 
the Klaas 
rase.  Because publicity 
has been overwhelmingly against 
Davis, the defense must 
find 
jurors who 
can set aside what 
they have heard and focus on the 
facts of the case. 
So 
the  question remains: does 
the 
media affect the outcome of 
criminal trials? And if they do, 




 don't think so. True, the 
media may affect
 the way a per-
son views a trial and consequently 
affect
 the impartiality of poten-
tial jury members, but the media 
will not present information the 
jurors will not come into contact 













































 as it 
may  seem 
to
 some  
people,  the 
media 
are  an 
integral  
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hour  show. 
If I had 
to equate 















explicit  in 
nature.  Shows












































has.  The 
decision 
comes 










CBS,  NBC and 
FOX are 
meeting  to dis-
cuss a system
 that would 
ease public 
objections  
to violent and 






believe  the notion 






 that all 
new TV 
sets
 come with 
a V -chip. A 
V -chip 
would 





may  be too 









 a V -chip. Bin it 
would be 




shows  may be 
inappropriate.  A 
rating, list-
ed with the 
show  in a TV 
guide,  would give 
a 
parent a standard
 that they can
 use. Just as the
 
G, PG, 
PG -IS and R 
ratings  for 
movies  warn 






And it is 
television  that 




desensitizing  of 
children  to 









 the norm, 
children






 V -chip could 
give parents 
the 





often  show 










 with the 
same. To 
those  too 



































 in her letter 
(Financial aid 
is
 unhelpful, Feb. 16)
 expressed dis-
appointment
 that she could 
not  
get a 
quick student loan 
"to buy a 
used 
car."  She was also 
upset that 
she 
did not receive 
"at least $465 
for 
applying." 
We regret it when








I.eslie Asbury, Michael 
hrton.  Fiecki Bell, Lindy Boisvert.
 
Lisa Brown,  Paul
 Eiser, Heather Haas, Russell 
Hall, William 
leske, Jennifer
 Johnson. Francis Ladines,
 Shane Lewis. Paul 
Matarangas. Jeffrey 
Niese,
 Dustin Shekell 
Contributing 
Writers 









 Paul Myers, T.P. Nichols, Chris
 Simescu. 
Aaron Suozzi, Lea Tau dello 
Graphics 
Specialists  








may   






























sense  of what
 is real 
or
 
what  is 
moral.
 Sure, 














SJSU  students each 
year. This year 
some 12,000 
students  will receive 
more than
 $45 million in grants, 
loans,
 scholarship and work study.
 





staff dedicated to 
serve 
every  student who 
requests 
or 
needs  our assistance
 in any way. 
But as Becki Bell 
pointed out in 
her earlier 
article  on financial aid 
offices 
(What's  wrong with the fina n-
ein! aid 
office), there is a 
tremen-
dous  amount of 
federal
 and state 
regulation  that 

























shows  such as 
Silk  Stalkings. 
I 
don't  believe 
programming  itself
 should be 
censored.  Those 
who are mature





 free to see 
it.  A 
ratings 
system might






















watch  from 























show  drug 
use,  vio-
lence,  sex and 
other 
behaviors,  it is 
the respon-















talk  to 
children  will













Ladines is a 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff 
Writer.  
We
 too wish that 
every student's 
situation
 could be 
swiftly resolved
 
in a mutually 
satisfactory way. 
In Ms.
 Esquivel's case, 
it is true 
that there 
are no quick 
student  
loans
 to buy a 
car,
 nor is there 
$465 just 




assistance and will 
work 
patiently
 with us through the 
sys-
tem,
 I think that you
 will find the 
Financial Aid 
Office is committed 
to helping 




















Tina  Flores,  
Javier Zavala 
Candid() Belmonte, 
Sandra Carranza, Michael 
Packley, Ali Yari 
Craig 
















 clan postage paid in San




address changes to the Spartan
 Dally San 
lose
 State lIntversity One
 WashIngon 
Square
 San lose CA 951090195
 Mail klet.rtiplions
 so.rpted on a 














































































All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express 
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the 
Editor or Cam pus Viewpoint. 
Letters or 
viewpoints  must be typed and may be, 
Tat 
in
 the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily 
of -ice in Dwight 
Bentel  Hall, room 909 
faxed to (408)924-3237 or 
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor. 
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San 
Jose State University, One 
Washington  Square. San Jose. 
CA, 95192-0149. 
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily 
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. 
Submissions must contain the author's name, 
address, phone number, signature and maior. 
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus 
of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff. 
Published opinions and advertisements do not neces-
sarily 
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of 
Journalism and Mass 
Communications  or SISII. 
SPARTAN
 
















"Lion Dance." 12noon-lp.m. 
Student 
Union,  amphitheater. 
Call 
295-8123.  










Weekly meeting. 4p.m. 












Interviewing for Success." 
5:30p.m. Student
 Union, 










 Bldg., Choral Activities 
office. Call 924.4332. 
Fantasy and 
Strategy  Club 
Open "RPG gaming." 5p.ni.-
10p.tn. Student Union, 




Rev. Cecil Williams 
will speak. 12:30p.m.  




Library Donations and 
Saks Unit 













Student  Fellowship 
Bible study,
 anti brown bag 
lunch. 12nocm- :30p.m. 
Student Union. Montalvo nn. 
Call 924-8031. 
Lutheran Student Fellowship 
Evening Bible study. 7p.m.-
8p.m. First 
Lutheran  Chinch, 
374 
S.
 Third St. Call 292-8031.
 
Ohana O'Hawaii 
General meeting. 7p.m.-9p.m. 
Student 
Union,  Multicultural 
Center. 




meeting.  3p.m. 






























































































Alpha Eta Rho 
General 
meeting  and 
elections. 5:30p.m. Aviation 



















































Improvised  Music Studies 
Mariachi 
workshop.  (one 
unit
 
credit,  registration 
is open). 
7p.m.-9:30p.m. Music Bldg., 
no. 186.
 Call 9244675. 














slrii Bldg., Concert 
I tall. 
Gall 024-463l. 
School of Art and Design 
Student gallery 
exhibits:  






















Sociology  Club 
:31.J11.41).111.
 
Dudley kloorticad I fall.
 
tin.
 22611. Call 924-5323. 
Spittcm Gui.ie
 tree 































 on voluntary 
manslaughter 
charges 
LOS ANGELES (Al') - Ramer 
Snoop Doggy 




artist, and his former 
body-
guard
 were acquitted 
of murder 
Tuesday 
in the 1993 shooting
 
death  of a gang member. 
The 24
-year -old rapper, 
whose 
real name is Calvin
 Broadus, stared 
straight






-man,  five -











 but the 
courtroom  
was





admonished  the 













 in the  Aug. 25, 
1993, 
shooting death
 of Philip 
Woldemariam,
































 for us 
and supporting
 us, 
fearlessly;  and 
keeping
 our heads









































































































































Jury hay. soundly 'ATI led Ulu pi.,.-
ecution's case. We're hopeful, with 
further deliberation, they will 
reject use 
other  counts."  
It 
was  the 
latest  in a string of 
high -profile cases lost
 by 
Los 
Angeles County prosecutors. 
including
 the O.J. Simpson mur-
der case, the Menendez 
brothers'
 
first murder trial, the state trial 
of 








Attorney  Ed 
Nison said prosecutors
 would not 
comment  on an ong  g case. 
Prosecutors
 claimed the two 
tracked Woldemariam
 down and 






gang  sign a II( I shouted an 
obsceni-
ty in an 
earlier confrontation out-
side Broach's' apartment. 
Defense lawyers called 
the 
shooting an act
 of self-defense, 
claiming 
Woldemariam  was going
 
for a 




when  Lee fired 
at
 him from 
a 































 Lam Kobel t 
Grace disput-
ed the self-defense claim, 
saying in 
closing
 arguments that 
Woldemariam 20, 
was shot in the 
hack 







 off the lyru s of 
one of 




Case"  - Grace told die jury: 
"Murder







 crime they coin-
[nide(
 I. \ 
hirder











 1,11 k idiere 
Woldemariam  was 
shot. the
 jury asked 
Flynn on 
Friday to tour Woodbine
 Park. 
But
 the judge 




the jury because die
 
iark has
 been rent( aided. 




Mrs. Wayne, royal  Dane, and a star chain 
The Duke's widow paints the stars 
MONTERREY, 




























The Peruvian born Pilar Wayne, 
who 
was  itt 
net!  tu Wayne
 for 27 years until his 
death 
in 117' 
is showing an exhibit of 20 of her painungs at a 
gallery in this industrial
 capital 140 miles south of 
the U.S. border. 
"I have 
been  painting nearly everyday
 
for the 
last 10 years," said Mrs. Wayne in an interview 
"fuesday with the daily El 
Norte. "When  he died, it 
was difficult ... He was always a great husband and 
father. We were 
very close." 
But she said Wayne had a defect: "He smoked 
too 
much."  
In her works, which she describes as 
realistic,  
Mrs. Wayne portrays her husband in various movie 
scenes, including from The 
Quiet  Man. Also 
shown are a family portrait with their three chil-
dren. 
One painting, a saloon scene, brings together 
both living and dead Hollywood legends, includ-
ing Barbra Streisand
 and James Dean. 
She said she learned to paint as a schoolgirl, 
when 




 those days, they trained us to be 
a good 
wife," she
 told El Norte. 
Mrs. Wayne was invited 
to
 exhibit here by 
friends. Her
 works will be displayed 
hir  several 
weeks.
 
"He was a great friend of Mexico,




much,"  she said. 
Roberts has too 
many  balls in the air 
NEW YORK 
(AP)
 - Julia Roberts 
says
 it's a 
brave
 
man who dares to ask for a 
date.  
"Nobody ever asks me out. Ever. 
Almost never. 
Almost
 absolutely never," she told Entertainment
 
Weekly magazine. 




 booked till, like, 2004. 
Like, why 
would you even ask me? 
I've  got so many balls in 
the air, I 
can hardly stand 
up!" 
One 
man who did ask 
was  Matthew Perry ol 
"Friends."
 
"I love being 
engaged  in conversation with this 
man, 
because
 he's so terribly clever," she said. 
"Wit 
is the key, I think, to 
anybody's heart, because who 
doesn't like to laugh? Who? 
Show  me the person 
who doesn't like to 
laugh and I'll show you a per-
son 
with a toe 
tag."  
Bank sues ice 
star for cold hard 
cash  
PHOENIX
 (AP) - A 




 Dorothy Hamill and her 
hus-
band for 




toward  a skating -arena 
business  now in 
financial  trouble. 
Bank of America
 Arizona filed 






























Tuesday,  he 
kept 
his  cool 























that  his 
patch 
of
 ice had 
broken 



























































































 parallel. fault 
tolerant on -lire 
hansaction
 processing






Of the most information.hungry
 
industries,  getting the 






 COMP ENG, 






WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 28TH 
CHECK YOUR PLACEMENT
 CENTER FOR DETAILS 
1TANDEM 
against 
Hamill,  het husband, Dr. Kenneth 










and financed Dorothy 
Hamill Skating Centers 
list.,
 which !UM a skating 
arena in tir ottsdalr and 
has  filed  foi hankruptiy. 





 Afroa (Al')  
- Danish 
Queen Margrethe  II, 









Robben  Island 
on
 
Tuesday to see 




Mandela was held 
for  18 years. 
Ahmed 
Kathrada, an aide 




 on the Lour of the 




 visited the cells,
 a recreanon area 
and 
bathrooms
 of Block 
B,





 and other 
African  
National 






 to take a 
photo of 
Mandela's cell. 
Kathrada  said die visit was 
a gesture of thanks to 
the  queen and all of 
Denmark
 for supporung the 
an
 ma -apartheid struggle. 
The 'skinny' on lvana and The Donald
 
NEW YORK 













 saying, 'You're so skinny," she 
said 
in the current issue of Fitness maguzine.
 
Mrs. Trump, who is 
5 -foot -8, said she weighed 
140 pounds %Tien they 
met, but has trimmed 
down  
to 118 pounds. 
Her reason? 
"People 
weren't seeing me for 
what's on the 
inside as much
 as for that body," she 
said. 
Mrs. Trump,
 32, said she practiced 





 their daughter. Tiffany, 
now 2. She 
said
 she doesn't mind having a few 
stretch marks and has no plans






against  it lull
 
in frightens time 
.ind flunk 
h 
Planet Hollywood goes public 
WASHINGTON  .11')










The parent company of Planet 
Hollywood,  die 






 . Planet 
Hollywood  
International



















 owned by 








Stallone,  Arnold 
Schwarzenegger
 (4 the "Terminator" movies, as 
well as 
actors
 Bruce Willis, Denn 

















growth  at both Our Sar 





 in sales last 
rear 
we are 
looking  to hire an 
additional  500 new 
employees  to keep ur 
with 
























 And with . 
401(10 match, and 
enhanzea  . 
time to loin us We have the following openings for 




 the following disciplines
 EE 
ME













Servi(  c 
 InIrrivilsnal.1).surts  , 

















































benefits,  collaborative environments and
 tt i  
opportunity for
 a boundless









 Group. 440 Kings Village



































































itt ii The 
night am is filled 






















bobbing  along the 
banks ot 
die mainstream.













The  stories were not 
full of 
fright 


















 you see. 
;11e 
1 




















about,  but they 






weapons hat alter the weather, 
space 
inviders,
 Carnie Wilson on 
an eating binge. The 
voices  swear 
the end of the human 
race  is 
approaching. be 




feelings  aren't inexplica-
ble. We are nearing the 
end of a 
cennwv and 
the end of a millenni-
um. We are 
nearing the end 
of
 
sonic  big  
numbers,  the keys 
to the 
1111111:1111  ( onclition.
 
The end of certain numbers has 




 my culture 
ends a year. It should not be a sur-
prise that twisted 
minds  would 
11 /ply the same logic to the earth. 
1 %squad:11 be concerned by the 
iiimake in logic if it weren't for 
ei 




















 Let them mum-
ble di 
nail




What mores me is the rest of the 
world. Maybe I just took notice, 






AIDS,  global warming. 
nui kat ,levastation, race wars  
these 










































































voices  cry 
out
 about. Anil 
there 














him why he 
shouldn't  usali h 
thi
 
show. I tried to tell 
him  aboni 
numbers and the
 universe and 
fear.
 I don't think he gid it. 
still watches the
 shots.,  I'm 
sure. 
But at least he 




Jordan  says. It is. 
So 
let  me 
try again, Jordan. 
We'll see if I can't clear this up. 












 not for trees or 
oceans. Numbers are not for this 
planet. Numbers are ours. 
Doesn't it seem silly that just as 
we get to the biggest number 
any  
of us have seen it just 
happens 
that we all start being chit keiis? 





number Mat we 



















 There are 
11111 
many things we humans 
need to 
get done. We don't have lime to 
be afraid 
of silly things. We need 
to build and repair and relax. We 
need to ride our big wheels. We 
need to eat gummy rats. We need 
to live. 





tic  work, 
kid. You and I are 
on



















cmii Li\ liii 
Iiir
 
and tin iher). 
We 
might
 eieu  la 


















































Justin  Canter is 



















presiding  over 
the Polly 
Klaas kidnap and 
murder case complained 
that KNTV violated a gag order 
when it aired a story about the 
defendant,  Richard Allen Davis. 
Judge  Thomas Hastings said 
he wasn't going to impose any 
sanctions, but would like the 
media  to show some restraint. 
KNTV news director Terry 
McElhatton  said that they didn't 
want to create a media 
circus, but 
wanted to get the story. 
Who  is 
right? 
In California, court cases are 
public record. The public has the 
right to know the progress of a 
particular case. But how detailed 
can the media be when reporting 




seen  this before. Case in 
point: the Simpson murder trial. 
Because of the media cover-
age,
 people formulated opinions 
about O.J. Simpson, Nicole 
Brown 
and Ron Goldman before 
Simpson even went 
to trial. 
We see a similar situation with 
the Klaas case. Because publicity 
has 
been  overwhelmingly against 
Davis, the defense must find 
jurors who can set aside what 
they 
have heard and focus on the 
facts of the case. 
So the question remains: does 
the media affect the outcome of 
criminal trials? And if they do, 
should they be banned from cov-
eting trials? 
We 
don't  think so. True, the 
media may affect the way a per-
son views a trial and consequently 
affect the impartiality of poten-
tial jury members, but the media 
will not present information the 
jurors will not come into contact 
with in the trial. 
Also,
 what 































preposterous  as 
it

















































































By Francis Ladines 
n the early
 '80s, one of 









one of the most 
violent
 programs at the
 time. Shootings, 
stab-
bings  and fist fights 
were  riddled throughout
 
thi 
hour  show. If I had 




 I'd believe it 
be
 a PG-13 or 
even an R. 
Today,  television has 
perhaps  become even 
more  
explicit  in nature. Shows
 such
 as "COPS" 
and "NYPD Blue" 
feature
 several violent events. 
Other  shows such as 
















public  and 
politicians  









like the one the 








lies after years 
of the networks 
resisting it as 
ABC, (114S, NBC and 
FOX are meeting to dis-
cuss a system
 that would ease public objections 
to violent and sexual 
content  content of some 
programs. 
I believe the notion is a good idea, particu-
larly with recent legislation requiring that all 
[WA' TV sets 
come with a V
-chip. A V -chip 
would allow a parent or guardian to block out 
certain shows that may be too mature for  chil-
dren.  
Without
 a ratings system, a parent could 
block out program' ll i ll g with a V -chip. But it 
would be difficult for a parent to determine 
what shows may be 
inappropriate.  A rating, list-
ed with the show in a "nr guide, would give a 
parent a standard that they ran use. just :is the 
C. PC, PG-13 and R ratings for movies wai 
du 






















anitig  !lie 
norm,  
children





Ratings and the V




thi means to 















 are dealt with 
the 








































what  is 
real  or 
what  is 
moral.  Sure, 
the A -Team
 was one











I don't believe 
programming  itself
 should be 















allow  for more, 
and 
even racier,














































sex  and other
 
behaviors,



































 Lathan is 
a Spartan 
Daily  Sluff 
Writer  











does its best 
Re( ent articles 
and letters pub-
lished  in the Spartan 
Daily unfor-
tunately reveal 





cial aid. For instance, 
Melissa 
F.squivel in her 
letter  (Financial aid 




 that she 
could  not 
get a 
quick  student 
loan
 "to buy a 
used
 car." She was 
also upset that 
she did not 















understood,  helps 
thousands  of 
SPIT students 





















l 0111( e con-
sists 
of administrators,  
counselors, 
and
 support staff drill( 








 in any way.
 
But
 as Becki 
Bell  pointed 
out  in 
her earlier 
article on 
financial  aid 
offices 
(What's wrong math the 
finan-
cial 
aid  office), there
 is a 
tremen-
dous amount 










































to buy a car, 
nor is there 
$465 just for












 with us through 
dic s% s-
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All Spartan Daily readers  are encouraged to express 
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the 
Editor or Campus Viewpoint. 
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be: 
'put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily 
office in Dwight Bentei Kali, room 909 
*faxed to (408)994-3237
 or 
*mailed to the Spartan 
Daily  Opinion Page Editor, 
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San 
Jose State llniversity, One Washington Square, San Jose, 
CA. 
951920149. 
Submissions become the property of the Spartan 
Daily
 
and may he 
edited
 for clarity, grammar, libel and length. 
Submissions must contain 
the author's name, 
address,  phone number, 
Mynature
 and maior. 
Editorials  are ',Tiffin by, and are the consensus 
of 
the Spartan Daily 
editors,
 not the Man 
Published 





views  of the Spartan Daily. the School of 
Journalism and Mass 





San Jose State linIvenilty 
Wednesday,
















Asian Student Union 


















meeting.  4p.m. 
Student
 Union, MonetIvo 
rm. Call 364-1243. 
Career Center 









5:30p.m. Student Union. 





and  altos. 
Apply 
9a.m.-1030a.ur  
Music Bldg., Choral Activities 
office.
 Call 9244332. 
Fantasy and Strategy Club 
Open
 





















Library Donation* and 
Sales Unit 





2p.m.  Wahlquist 
Library,  
on. 408 and Ghtt Lituary. 
lobby, Call 024270. 
Lutheran Student Fellowship 
Bible
 study, and brown bag 
lunch. 12noon-1:30p.m. 










374 S. Third St. 
Call 202-8031. 
Ohana O'Hawaii 
General meeting. 7p.m.-0p.m. 
Sni dent Union, Multicultural 
Center.
 Call 924-8758.  
Physics
 Club 
General meeting. 3p.m. 
Science 
Bldg.,  Ini. 239.  
Call 924-5230. 
Political
 Science Department 
Washington Center internship 
program. 2:30p.tn.-4p.m.  
tudent Union, Pacheco nn. 
Call 924-5552. 
ReEn 




bagIwith,  with 
StiMent
 
Fmancial  Aid and  
Services.
 I 2noon-1:30p.in. 
Student
 














































 hp.m.-8p.m.) Art 
Bldg. Call 924-4330. 
Thursday
 
Alpha Fia Rho 
( 'client! 























BSU (Black Student 
Union)
 

































Mariachi workshop. (one unit 
credit, registration












SJSt eleir it(rat (iiistic
 etiseitt-









School of Art 
and Design 
Student gallery exhibits: 
Bob Moran,
 painting. 
Sam Richardson's  class, 

























 I fall. 




































ANGELES (AP) - Rapper 
Swap Doggy Diigg, an ex -gang 
inetnina  turned successful 
tee out-
ing ai 


















 tappet, whose 
teal
 name is ( Broaches.
 stared 
stiaight 
ahead  as a Superior 
Court 
clerk read the seven


























 lot Court 
Lite
 Ige 144111111s tin admonished 
the 









lilted  Broadtis 
and
 I 































 "But you 
know,  I 
mean,
 











enc  mirage es ert-
NAV

















































































attorney  David Kenner 












wonderful  at 
this  
lime
















tuiivitiu  e iiirors 






























ution's  case. 11, 
le hopeful, with 
tin
 t her deliberai 
it ill. theV will 
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tither  I Inuits."  
It 
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Simpson
 tout--
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pants  when Lee fired at 
him
 Ii ciii 















394 Untversay Ave., 
Suite  200 























tam. 20. was shot in the 
bac k and Indio( ks ,is 




and  lee. 
Plas it  off the lyrics of one of 
the 
1-.11,1
 a a 's su 
wigs  - "Wailer 
Was 
thin 
I u' - 
lrai









 I I, 111I. 1111s 
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Mrs.  Wayne, royal Dane,
 and a star chain 
The Duke's widow
 paints the stars 
MONTERREY, Mexico (AP) - John Wayne's 
widow
 has brought Hollywood and the Wild 
West  
to northern 
Mexico  with paintings 
depicting  the 
Duke, Marilyn Monroe and James
 Dean in famous 
movie roles. 
The Peruvian born Pilar Wayne, who was
 mar-
ried to Wayne for 27 years until his death in 1970. 
is showing an exhibit of 20 of her 
paintings
 at a 
gallery in this industrial capital 140 miles 
south of 
the U.S. border. 
"I 
have been painting nearly everyday 
foi the 
last 10 years," 
said
 Mrs. Wayne in an interview 
Tuesday with the daily El Norte. 
"When  he died, it 
was difficult ... He was always a great husband
 and 
father.  We were very close." 
But she said Wayne had a defect: 




works,  which she describes as realistic, 
Mrs. Wayne portrays her 
husband  in various movie 
scenes, 
including from The 
Quiet  Man. Also 
shown are a family 




 a saloon scene, brings together 
both living and dead 
Hollywood  legends, includ-
ing Barbra 
Streisand
 and James Dean. 
She said she learned 
to paint as a schoolgirl, 
when she also played the piano,
 took ballet and 
cooking lessons. 
"In those days, they trained
 us to be a good 
wife," she told El Norte. 
Mrs. Wayne 
was  invited to 
exhibit
 here by 
friends. Her works will be 
displayed
 for several 
weeks. 
"He was a great
 friend of Mexico, a country he 
loved very much," she
 said. 
Roberts has too 
many balls in the air 
NEW YORK 
(AP) - Julia Roberts says it's a 
brave man who 
dares  to ask for a date. 
"Nobody ever asks me out. 
Ever. Almost never. 
Almost absolutely 
never,"  she told Entertainment 
Weekly magazine. "Look, if you read the paper, 
you figure I'm booked till,
 like, 2004. Like, why 
would you even ask me? I've got so many balls in 
the air, I can hardly stand up!" 
One man who did ask was Matthew Perry of 
"Friends." 
"I love being engaged in conversation with this 
1111111, because he's so terribly clever," she said. "Wit 
is the key, I think, to 
anybody's
 heart, because who 
doesn't like to laugh? Who? Show me the person 





 you a per-
son with a 
toe tag." 
Bank sues ice star for cold hard cash 











went  of nearly 
$621,000  in loans 
that went  
towal  cl 
a skating -arena 
business
 now in 
financial
 trouble. 
Bank of America Arizona filed suit 
last week 
against Hamill, her 
husband,  Di-. Kenneth 
Forsythe, awl 
Hamill
 Camel Productions. 
It (Cal-
iendo they 
&Ian  lied on 
the loans. 
The loans
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 Frederik visited Robben Island tai 
Tuesday to see die prison 
cell  where Nelson 
Mandela was held for 18 years. 
Ahmed Kathrada, an aide to Mandela, led die 
royal visitors on die tour of the prison off Cape 
Town . 
They visited the cells, 
a recreation area and 
bathrooms of Block B, where the future president 
of South Africa, Kathrada and other African 




 Frederik paused to take a photo of 
Mandela's 
cell. 
Kathrada said the visit was a gesture of thanks to 
the queen and all of Denmark for supporting the 
anti-apartheid struggle. 
The 'skinny' on Ivana and The 
Donald 
NEW YORK (Al') - Marla Maples .1runip  says 
The Donald thinks she's too thin 




"Donald a always saying, 'You're
 so skinny,'" she 
said in the cut -rent issue of Fitness magazine. 
Mrs. Trump, who is 5 -foot
-8, said she weighed 
140 pounds when they met, but has
 
iriiimmtted down 
to 118 pounds. Her reason? 
"People weren't seeing
 
mite for what's on the 
inside as inudi as for that 
body,"  she said. 
Mrs. Trump, 32, said site 
practiced  yoga to get in 




She said she doesn't mind having a few 
stretch marks and has no plans for cosmetic 
surgery. 
"I have nothing against it, but 
it
 frightens me 
and I don't think I could stomach it." 
Planet Hollywood





vaii  Street: 










company  of Planet 
Hollywood,  the 
star-studded  restaurant chain. 
is
 planning to sell 
stock to die public.
 Planet Hollywood 
International Inc., in a filing with the Securities 
and Exchange 
Commission,  
sae I it 




million tlic,4ligh sale of com-
mon stock. 
The restaurant chain 
is owned by movie stars 
such as "Rocky" star Sylvester Stallone, Arnold 
Schwa.rzenegger of the "Terminator"  intwies, as 
well as at tors Bruce Deini Moore and 
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was  not 
released,  was 
tie -
fishing when
 he noticed 
that his 
patch
 of ice had 
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at both our San Jose and * 
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 adhere to this 
policy ... other GSU 
schools
 fol-
low the education code."
 said 
Marilyn Chard!. A.S. 
president.  
Devine said, "I found the dec-
nuns to be mralid. We should be 
in jail. We're not following the 
law. We're not doing that 10 per-
cent. We should conform to the 
education code." 
"There's not enough students 
participating in the govern-
ment," Devine said. 
Frank
 Wada, a student trustee 
on die CSU Board of Trustees, 
said there should be a "reword-
ing of die bylaws to be in com-
pliance with the education 
code."
 
it's all about Interpretation," 
I found the elections
 
to be invalid. We should 
be in jail. We're not 
following the 
law. We're 
not doing that 10 
percent. We should
 
conform to the 
education
 code. 
Bobbie  Devine 






"We expect that mein
 he's
 
go back to their departments and 
stimulate other conversations or 




 issues that are of major 
importance to their colleagues," 
Bolton said last December.
 
Stahl 




 accommodation and 
efficiency  as a way of doing busi-
ness. 
99 
Wada said. "Clarify it for the stu-
dents." 
"I really hope you make a deci-
sion we 








because  of a 
miscommunication  
between  the 
education  code and the 
student
 
bylaws,"  Wada said. 
The 
A.S. Judicial): will deliber-
ate its 
closed quarters to discuss 
the
 hearing and try to make a 




On March 5 there will be an 
open 
hearing
 in the A.S. Council 
Chambers
 to consider the 
issue  
of whether to implement 
new fee 
increases only at 
the  beginning of 
die 




 there is an 
attempt being 
made (to work 
together) is a positive 
indicator."  




 the Pew Round 
Table developed this 
concept as a 
way to get faculty members 
involved in not just restructuring, 
but reinventing the university. 
'Technology is poised to signif-
icantly change the 
classroom 
environment," Stahl said. 
Without faculty involvement, 
change at 
an educational institu-




 be successful," she 
said.
 




 the university,"  Stahl 





SJSU must be 
responsive
 to the demands and
 


















gays  and 
lesbians
 
jumped  in 
1995,  
leading
 to a 23 
percent  

























































































































































































say  that 
while 
there  




































































Tuesday  over the 
Pacific
 









to 3 feet 
of











warning  for 
the Sierra 
Nevada, 
south  of 
Yosemite, 
through 
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winds 























































closed  by 
heavy  
snow, 
ice  and 
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service  to 
issue 
various 


































The Associated Students Program Board 








Organize  the Annual SJSU Visual Artists 
Film and Video Festival 
Multicultural/ 
Performing  Arts 
Bring  
multicultural  / performing
 
arts events,  
dance,
 and theater 
Aniurrabon, are doe by the end of February 
in the A S 
office at the 










Promote, market, and 







 Food Bazaar 



































SWEET  SMELL OF 
SUCCESS
 
Khadim Dioum gives a free sample of a fragrance to 
Linda Pham, business 
major, who ventured inside to 
escape Monday's rain. In celebration of Black 
History Month, vendors have been 








 this week. 
Due  to uncooper-
ative
 weather, the 
booths  have been 
moved  inside 




 foi showers to 
continue through Thursday. 
Governor 







SACRAMENTO (AP)  Gov. Pete Wilson 
refused to grant clemency to William Bonin on 
Tuesday, eliminating what could be the last chance 
for the so-called "freeway killer" to avoid execution 
early Friday. 
Federal judges in Los Angeles and San Francisco 
also rejected requests by Bonin's lawyers to block his 
execution. 
Bonin has been on death row  for 14 years follow-
ing his conviction for killing 14 boys and young 
men he picked up from August 1979 through June 
1980. His victims, ranging from age 12 to 19, were 
sodomized, strangled or knifedand dumped nude 
along Southern California highways.
 
Wilson rejected claims by Bonin's attorneys that 






serve as a basis for clemency. 
Bonin's
 guilt is beyond dis-
pute," Wilson said, 
referring  
to what he described as 
"compelling
 and utterly 
chilling evidence" of the 
brutality of Bonin's crimes. 
"For certain crimes, jus-
tice demands the ultimate 
punishment. Bonin's pre-
meditated  shockingly brutal 
murders of these 14 boys 
are such crimes," the 
Republican governor added
 
in a Capitol news conference. "William Bonin will 
never kill again. Clemency is denied." 
Bonin's appeal to Wilson did not seek to overturn 
his convictions, but rather asked for commutation 
of his death sentence to life 
in prison. 
Daniel Kolkey, Wilson's legal secretary and chief 
counsel, cited more than 20 appeals dating back to 
1982 that Bonin has lost. 
"Based on the past. I would suspect his attorneys 
would try to do whatever they feel they can do in 
good  faith to try to stay the execution," Kolkey 
said.  
"But  we do think he's at die end of the line." 
After losing final appeals Tuesday in U.S. District 
Court, defense lawyers turn Wednesday to the 9th 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which upheld 
Bonin's death sentence last year. 
U.S. District Judge Edward Rafeedie of Los 
Angeles rejected a defense request to block the exe-
cution. 
Bonin's  attorneys 
claimed 
a prosecution wit-
ness was hypnotized before the trial, a jailhouse 
informant committed perjury, anti state prisons and 
hospitals failed to treat Bonin's mental illness dur-
ing previous confinements. 
U.S. District Judge Marilyn Hall Patel of San 
Francisco, who barred use of the state's gas 
cham-
ber in 1994, dismissed defense arguments that state 
law still entitled Bonin to choose between gas and 
46 
For certain crimes, justice 
demands the ultimate punishment. 
Bonin's premeditated shockingly 







 injection. She 
also
 refused to stay 
his  execu-
tion until the state's
 appeal of her 
ruling  is resolved. 
"What is the 
authority
 for the state 
to offer some-
body 
a choice of execution







ing  a brief hearing. 
Bonin's 
execution  is scheduled 
to be the state's 
first by lethal 
injection
 since Patel 
ruled  that execu-
tions by gas, which California




It would be the first 
execution in California
 since 
August, 1993 and only




 Kindel, deputy director
 of the Department 
of
 
Corrections, said the 




in the gas chamber, which 
has been equipped 
with a gurney and other
 
equipment
 needed for 




 didn't respond 
to telephone requests 
Tuesday 
for response to 
Wilson's  decision. 
They had argued 
earlier that Bonin didn't 
get 
a fair trial and does-
n't deserve to die 
because, among other 
things,
 he wasn't the 






Bonin's attorneys maintain 
that
 another man was 
the true mastermind, but that when he killed him-
self 
before  trial, prosecutors turned on Bonin. 
"They needed to have someone made the devil 
and that person was determined to be Bonin," said 
James Ramos of the state Public Defender's Office, 
which is representing 
Bonin.  
"Bonin wasn't guilty of the great majority of the 
most egregious aspects of this case and, further, was 
not a principal," Ramos said before Wilson's 
announcement. 
Defense attorneys also said informants lied and 
Bonin had the kind of personality that led
 him to 
make false 
confessions
 to boost his ego. 
Lawyers for the State Public Defender's Office 
also contend






that  a jail -
house informant committed pedury. 
Bonin, a 49-year -old truck driver and Vietnam vet-
eran, confessed to 21 murders. He was convicted of 
14: 10 in a 
1981  Los Angeles County trial and four 
more in a 1993 trial in neighboring Orange 
County. 
Former accomplices testified against Bonin in 
return for reduced sentences. 
Bonin also talked about
 the killings to a television 
reporter. 
FDA  says frozen veggies




  Frozen 
fruits and vegetables might 
soon  
be advertising that they're just as 




Ad  . ration says the frozen pro-
duce
 industry
 tested its products
 
against raw fruits 
and vegetables 
and found die two kinds 
had 
roughly the same 
amounts of 
nutrients. 
So the FDA proposed
 last week 
to let frozen 
produce
 just plain 
fruits or vegetables, 
not ones coy-
ere('  
with saur es or other
 ingredi-
ents  use the 
term




If the proposal 
becomes
 law, it 
would make frozen produce equiv-
alent to fresh fruits anti vegetables 
in 
how  it can label nutritional ben-
efits. Until now, only raw produce 
was exempt
 from a requirement 
that every
 food be individually test-
ed 
and  shown to provide at least 10 
percent  of the daily requirement
 
































 produce industry peti-
tioned
 the FDA for the exemption 
too, the
 FDA said that 
industry  
failed to submit data 
bat king its 
request. When it does, the FDA 
will decide whether canned 
vegeta-
bles too are as healthful as their
 















eye exams available 
call for 
details  and 
make 
your
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 Serb areas, 




































the building of anything
 
of value, down
 to doors and 
old  
chairs.  
The  Serb order was
 a blatant challenge
 
to the spirit of 
Bosnia's  peace accord. A 
wholesale
 evacuation would be 011C of the 








huge shifts of civilians.
 
Bosnian Serbs vehemently oppose the 
provision in the peace 
accord that reunites 
the country's symbolic heart, Sarajevo. 
under the rule of their former foes by 
March 19. NATO plans to begin a gradual 
transfer 
on  Friday. 
Kris Janowski, a spokesman
 for the U.N. 
High  Commissioner for Refugees, accused 
Bosnian Serb leaders of trying 
to trigger a 
mass flight front Sarajevo for their 
own 
ends. 
Radovan Karadzic, the Bosnian Serbs' 
political leader and a prewar inhabitant of 
the city, has always asserted that Serbs 
could not coexist with 




number  of people have left, but 
it's  
not the mass 
exodus
 the Serb authorities 
appear to 
want,"
 Janowski said. Bosnian 
Serb 
TV broadcasts urging people to leave
 
are just "part 
of a campaign of manipula-
tion
 to get people out, to create a psy-






remain  in 
the five Serb districts of Sarajevo. and 
40,000





initialed three months  ago, Western 
(11101.
 
111415 said. Janowski estimated that '20,000 
Serbs
 had left. 
In another bitterly divided 
city,  Mostar, 
barriers fell Tuesday but for only one
 hour. 
At noon Tuesday, Croats and Muslims 
were to try to smother animosities linger. 
Mg from their yearlong war in 1993, and 
allow free 
movement in the city and estab-
lish joint police 
patrols.  
About 300 Muslims did cross over to 
Croat-held areas in the 
first  hour. The free 
movement fell apart after four young 
Muslims crossed in a car, angering Croats 
who only want people to cross on foot. 





 of Croats, crashed 
the car. Two fled back to the city's Muslim 
sector, and two 
others
 were taken away by 
Croatian
 police. 
Muslims then hoisted a Muslim emblem 
on their side. drawing Croat ire. The 
het kpoint





























 enmities, then die Muslim and Croat 
federation 
that
 is to rule half of Bosnia
 is 
gwen btde chance 
of
 survival. 
'lire order to 
evacuate
 Serb-held dis-







many  of the city's 
Serbs.  They knew only 




March 19, and 















Vogosca  this 
morning,
 die few resi-
dents on the
 streets were 
confused about
 
dates. Some old 
people said they
 had been  
ordered
 to assemble
 in the 
main












 money, fuel, 
transport  





seize  bomb 
equipment
 




IRA bombings seized 
explosives and 
bomb -making
 equipment in 




 No one was arrested. 
Irish 
police also 
raided  the north 
Dublin 
home
 of an Irish man 






decker  bus in London. 
The BBC and Press 
Association said 
the man had been 
eliminated 
as a suspect and 
was  no longer under
 guard at a 
hospital. 
Scotland  Yard, which never confirmed
 the 
injured man was a 
suspect,  declined to com-
ment on the reports. 
The Irish Republican Army 
claimed responsi-
bility for
 the blast in London's tourist district, 




been investigating the possibility 
that the man killed might have been transport-
ing the bomb. 
It was the second IRA bombing and the third 
death in London since the 
outlawed  group 
ended its 
I7 -month cease-fire on 
Feb. 9 to 
protest the 
slow  pace of talks on 
Northern  
Ireland's future.  A 
third bomb was deactivated 
in 
a London phone 
booth. 
Commander




 unit, gave no 
details  about 
the amounts of explosives
 seized overnight or 
the 
number




Security  sources in 
Dublin  said the man 
killed Sunday night 
was originally from the 
Wexford 
area  in southern 
Ireland,  and had not 
previously been 
suspected  of IRA 
involvement.  
Sunday's 
explosion  came without any 
advance 
warning  to police 





was  not the intended
 target, we 
believe," 
said  Grieve. He 
would  not say what 
police believe the
 target was. 
Grieve said 
police have not 
ruled out the 
pos-
sibility that the 






 a bomber. 
"That's not a 
possibility  we have 
discounted 
yet,"
 he said, but 




 was found 
in the wrecked 
bus, 




 people were 
arrested under
 anti -terror-
ism laws in south
 London on 
Monday,  but 
police would 
not say whether
 the arrests were
 
linked to the explosion. 
Irish 
Prime Minister John 
Bruton and British 
Prime 
Minister  John Major 
prohibited meet-
ings
 between Cabinet 
ministers  and leaders of 
the IRA -allied 
Sinn  Fein party after
 the Feb. 9 
bombing.  
The  ban does not apply to 
public servants try-
ing to explore
 ways of restoring the 
cease-fire,  
and Press Association 
reported  Irish govern-
ment officials were 
believed to have met
 with 
Sinn Fein on Monday. 
"Ultimately, if we are 
going to bring an end 
to the sort 
of carnage we have seen, we have got 
to 
get  all the parties 
round  the table." 
Irish  
Foreign








The defections had been 
a major blow to Hussein 
AMMAN,
 Jordan 
(AP)   op-
level Iraqi defectors left Jordan for 
their homeland today, six months 
after they fled Baghdad vowing to 
topple Saddam Hussein. 
The Jordanian government 












They  left Amman in a convoy with 







 of Iraq's 
weapons program, defected to 
Jordan on Aug. 8 with his 
brother,  
deputy head of 
the  Iraqi presi-
dent's 
palace security. The defec-
tion was 
considered  at the time to 
be 
a major blow 
to Saddam. 
Using 
al-Majid's  information 
about Iraqi
 weapons programs, 
U.N. 
Inspectors
























 because of his former 
close ties 
with the Iraqi leader and 
his involvement in the brutal sup-
pression 
of Iraqi dissidents. They 
also question his commitment to 




 The Associated 
Press on Monday 
that  he planned 
to return home within 
days, appar-
ently because he 
had been reject-
ed as a potential 
leader  by Iraqis 
seeking to topple




future when he returns to 
Iraq.  He 
said he had been in touch 
with the 
Iraqi leadership, through 
unidenti-
fied middlemen, and had received 
a favorable response 
to
 a letter he 
wrote to Saddam asking to be 
allowed to 
return. 
He declined to say 
whether
 
Saddam had forgiven 
him  for his 
defection, and gave no indication 
of what
 his status would be in Iraq 
once he returned. 
Before leaving, 
al-Majid
 "sent a 
letter of gratitude to His Majesty, 
King Hussein, for 
the generous 
hospitality
 which the king provid-
ed to him and his 
family  during his 
stay in Jordan," 
Prime Minister 
Abdul -Karim Kabariti of 
Jordan 
told the official Petra news agency. 
Kabariti said al-Majid's return to 
Iraq "is 
a decision he has 
taken  by 
himself and by Isis 
own  will, after 
he conducted private






 motorcade passed 
through
 the Trebil border post 




nied to Jordan's eastern border
 by 






 eldest daughter and 
once his favorite, and 
their chil-
dren returned with him to 
Baghdad. His brother 
is married 
to 
Saddam's  second daughter, 
Rana.
 
King I lussein, who granted al-
Majid asylum with great 
fanfare  
and threw his lot behind him 
to 
cap Jordan's 'efforts to distance 
itself from the Iraqi regime,
 had 
been keeping al-Majid at arm's 
length lately. 
Al-Majid fell out with the king in 
November over Hussein's sugges-
tion of a 
federation
 of Kurds, 
Sunni Muslims and Shiite Muslims 
in a post-Saddam Iraq. 
Al-Majid
 
insisted that would accelerate 
Iraq's  dismemberment. 
Al-Mainl's return is a feather in 
Saddam's cap at a time when he is 
negotiating with the U.N. Security 
Council to sell limited amounts of 
oil to buy food and medicine to 
alleviate the suffering  of Iraq's 20 
million people. hard hit by U.N. 
sanctions.
 
The Security Council has 
refused to lift sanctions imposed 
when Saddam invaded Kuwait in 




 its program to 




 a presidential ref-





promised  to introduce reforms 
and loosen his Baath Party's 




country's first parliamentary elec-









 After a 
hard day's
 work at 
the stock 
















































































































































































































































Here,  the king of 
the 
kitchen
 is not the chef but a 
Chinese
 apothecary skilled in the
 
use of herbs. 
This kind of concept,
 you can-
not explain in a 
few words. You 
have to 
experience it," she said in 
an 
interview over a lunch of more 
standard Chinese fare of tofu, 
chicken and eggplant. 
"I didn't want a run-of-the-mill
 
restaurant. I wanted to start some-
thing unique." she said. 
According
 to the pink-hued 
menu, lingzhi soup prevents can-
cer, heart disease, insomnia and 
asthma among other ailments. A 
soup made of stewed beef and all 
herb
 called polygonation  
rum is 
said
 to prevent premature 
graying and
 to extend life. 
Scorpions, ants and 
grasshop-
pers, high in protein, are classified 
by the Chinese as medicines, said 
Mrs. Wang-Lee, who has a business 
degree from 




A visually startling dish is the 
"Ants climbing up the Tree," 
which 
takes  hours to prepare. The 
"tree" is potato and 
lettuce,  and 
the 
black ants are fned. 
They 
have  a vinegary taste. Mrs. 





 from a dried, foot
-
long deer's penis can
 cost the 
equivalent
 of $320. 
Another
 dish, rarely ordered, is 




"I won't say it has a fantastri 









Marinated in wine, deep-fried 
and with their bodies 
intact, they 
sit on the plate
 with their tails 
curled as if to 
strike. 
The  dish  "Deep -Fried
 
Drunken Scorpion With 
Asparagus"   costs $3 for each 
2 -
inch-long scorpion. 
Customers are told the 
scorpi-
on's poison 
soothes nerves and 
cures migraine.
 It's an acquired 
taste, because the 
scorpions tend 
to be 




 is pleasantness 
of taste," she
 ,aid. 
None of the more than 127 dish-
es on the 
menu has a medicinal 
taste or offensive 
flavor. Customers 
say the food is tastier 
titan tradi-
tional Chinese food. 
When not concocting recipes, 
the 
in-honse herbalist Li Lianxing, 
offers diners
 free medical check-
ups  and Chinese herbal medicines 
for
 a fee. 
He grinds 
coarse powders from 
a smorgasbord 
of dried locusts, 
geckos.








Access Magazine is looking for 
contributors for the Spring 1996 issue. 
Submit portfolios to DBH Room 213 by 
Wednesday, February 21 by Noon 
With  your
 entries, please attach 
your  name, phone number 
and 
best times 
when  you can be reached.  









 of die 
Serbs  who 
lea% c 
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 of Pale 












The  refusal 
to attend 
the  meeting 
underscored
 that the 




 they did 
not negoti-
ate 






 Serbia, who 
negoti-
ated 














TOKYO (AP)  
Japan  and 
South Korea 
both staked claim 
to waters in the 
Sea  of Japan 
Tuesday, moves
 likely to worsen 
a territorial
 dispute over a bar-
ren group of 
islands




 effort to soft-
en the 




ing the islets 
by
 name. The 
South 








from a small South 
Korean  military force, the rocky 
islets about 150 
miles  offshore 
of each country are
 inhabited 




are rich in marine life
 and the 
seabed is thought to contain 
vast mineral deposits.  
The dispute 
over  who con-
trols 
the islets has smoldered 
for nearly a centtuy, 
but reignit-
ed recently when Japan and 


















its claim to the 
islands. South Korea 
announced
 plans to build a 
wharf
 and held a high -profile  
military 
exercise  there. 
The Convention on 
the Law 












 in an 
eon-





about 230 statute 
miles. 
Unlike territorial claims, the 
economic 
claim  alone does not 
give a country the right to use 
force to 




 said how 
wide their economic zones 
would be, leaving that to nego-
tiations. At their closest point. 
Japan and 
Smith  Korea are 
only about 30 miles apart. 
In
 describing Tokyo's claim 
to the economic zone Tuesday, 
chief government spokesman) 
Seiroku liajicama said Japan 
hopes to open talks with South
 


































































































 this year. 
Noting  that Japan
 did not 
mention  the islets by 
name, 
South 
Korean  media 
suggested  
that the 
two  neighbors 
would  
rather set aside
 the contenuous 
issue of the 




countries  have a 
longstanding 
accord that allows 
fishermen of each
 country to 
operate in waters 
close  to the 
other's territories.
 According to 
South Korean 
officials,  Japan 
wants to amend it 
in




Korea's  proposal to build a 
wharf on the 
disputed islets by 
demanding
 that South Korea 
cancel
 the project, and 
repeat-
ing its claiins to the islets. 
Japan's claims riled 
the 
Koreans, who still harbor
 bitter 
memories 







stripped  of 
their 
farmland,












 over the 
islets 
in 1904 in 
its war with 
Russia. 
Six years 













it comes to auto insurance 
younger 
drivers can rely on our 
experience and reputation 
for
 
quality At AAA, we ve earned 
that trust with 
 Competitive rates for 
younger drivers 
 Good driver discounts 
up to 20% 
 Claims service at more 
than 
70 offices 
Call or stop 




 office today 
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at Muni Stadium was can-





































SJSU at CS 
Sacramento,
 





























 vs. UC 
Irvine at the
 














Women's  Tennis 
 SJSU at Saint Mary's 















 SJSUat Stanford, 
Saturday,  7:30 p.m., 
Stanford gym. 
Women's Gymnastics 
 SJSUat UC Santa 



















si.rua Daily Suff Writer 
After three straight victo-
nes, the Spartan 
basketball 





as one unit 
and you will be 
unbeatable. 
After seven straight mid -
season losses, all is begin-
ning to fall into place. The 
team is starting to make a 
habit of Upsetting 
learns  that 
had beaten
 them in the first 
round.
 
Utah State, University 
of 
Nevada  Reno and University 
of Pacific have all 
marched
 
into the Event 
Center  to 
find a much tougher team 




of UC Santa 
Barbara (11-12, 8-7) 
must 
keep this in mind as they 
host 
SJSU  'Thursday 
night.
 
7:30 at the Event Center. 
"We
 feel pretty good. We 
needed to win the
 last three 
games and we 
came
 out 
strong,"  SJSU forward 
Rich 
Taylor said. "We feel 
we
 can 
go 4-0 in the 
next four 
games." 
The Spartans, in 
seventh
 
place in the Big West 
Conference, with a win 
could sneak into the sixth 
place slot. 'The 
top six teams 
in the conference






Stan  Morrison 
stressed right
 after the pine 
Saturday night,
 the UCSB 
game is a 
very  big game. To 
take it a 
little
 farther, the last 
four games of 
the season  are 
all going to be 
big games. 
Winning at least







































































won their last three games, 
all against teams with superi-
or records, while the 
Gauchos have dropped four 
of 
their  last six, including 
two at both 
Nevada and 
Utah State. 
Back  in January UCSB
 
defeated 
the Spartans 80-77 
to tie 
the series at 48 victo-
ries 
apiece.  Poor 
shooting,  
See 
Basketball,  Page 7 
Swimmers  go 







 lead way 
By Paul
 Eiser 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
After three weeks of practicing, 
the women's swimming team 
is 
swimming confidently
 toward the 
Big West 
Championships Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday at Long Beach. 




Kocal  said. 
Kocal will also be singing the 
National Anthem this year at the 
championship.  
The team will be going up 
against 
the best and the worst of 
the BWC championship 
meet.
 
According to head coach 
RoseAnn Benson, Nevada and 
Santa Barbara are the top con-
tenders this 
year.  
Benson is very 
confident
 about 
this year's team. 
"I think this is the best season the 
team
 has had for many years. We've 
been able to beat teams we 
haven't 
beaten before," she said. "I think 
they're really well prepared. We've 
been trying to sharpen them. 
Sharpen all of our skills so we're 
ready to go." 
According to Benson the last few 
weeks of training haven't beets easy. 
"Trying to hit perfect is hard for 
each individual. It's a really hard 
time of the season to hit each indi-
vidual perfectly."
 Benson said. 
"It's been tiring, real hard, bin 
there's been real good team sup-
port," Kocal said. "It's real nerve 
wracking. 
We're learning relax-
ation techniques to concentrate 
and focus," Kocal said. 
The Spartans are optimistic of 






 SJSU's Angie-Wester-Krieg's 
record of 4:36.37 in the 400 meter 
individual medley, will be looking 
to lead the way. 
SJSU swimmer Elin 
Carlsson is 
another swimmer to look
 four for 
at the meet. She leads the 
team in 




 we score more 
points," 
Benson said. 
Benson said last year the team 
broke three individual records
 and 
two relay records. 
"We have a couple of people that 




 has several goals for 
this years championship. 
Benson hopes to see everyone 
do a season or personal
 best and 
get the team out of the 
bottom of 
the BWC and move tip in the 
standings. Additionally, the team's 
final goal is to "break some 
records," Benson said. 
Kocal feels the team can come 
up from the bottom to move up at 
least four or five places. "I feel real 
good, real excited. I think we're 
going to show an 
improvement,"  
Kocal said. 
"Our goal is to place as many 
people as we can in the finals," 
team
 captain Stacie Lonaker said. 
The team is currently ranked sev-




 been training for 
all season," 
Lonaker  said. 

















































OFF THE MARK 
BY MARK PARISI 
REALITY 














































































































































































us last time." 
The  
Spartans  

















 the first time the
 feat has 
been accomplished
 in sixteen 




was also the fourth
 time that the team
 
has had
 at least five people




continues to raise 
his confer-
ence  scoring average,
 now at 16.1 
ppg,  
and  has scored 
20
-plus in six 
games  this 
season. Sam 
Allen is now second 
in the 
conference
 in field goal 
percentage  
(56.7) and










 a game, 






 is stressing 
that
 we be smart 
with the ball,"
 Taylor said. "We 
are not 









































































































and the steps  
you 







































"It's  great 
just 
being  here and 
dropping  












































































 he said. "We 
understand  
the 
risks,  but 
we're  
going
 for it." 
Joni, and 
coach Barry 
Switzer have been 
trying for 
months to persuade Sanders 
to give
 up baseball to 
let his 
body recover from 
the wear 
and tear of 






































 and ( oil Id 
use another













makes no claim for 
products  or 
services advertised
 below nor is 
there any guarantee implied.
 The 
classeled columns of the 
Spartan
 
Daily consist of paid 
advertising  
aid offerings are not approved
 or 
verified by the newspaper. 
CAMPUS CLUBS 
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB. 
Enjoy taming about 
Irish, Scottish, 
and Welsh culture. Explore the 
beautiful  Celtic heritage. Open 
to all students interested in 
Irish/Scottish/Welsh
 music and 
culture. For more information, 
call Kelly at (408)927-7925. 
TRAVEL  
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal 
State Hayward's Bangkok sum-
mer Quarter / discover Thailand 
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic 
credit. June 17 to August 6. 
Info: Jule 
Clad,.  510-8858538. 
SPORTS !THRILLS
 
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is nothing compared to 
the 
exhilaration  experienced by 
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft. 






FAST RPM/USER Rune 





individuals. Fast, easy No financial 
obligation. 1-800862-1982
 act33. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only
 $57.03  per year. 
Save 3014 - 60% 
on
 
your dental needs. 









Memory & CPU's. 
"We Buy/Trade-in/Sell 
Memory
 for IBM/MAC/SUN. 
1-800-808-8356.
 
AUTOS FOR SALE 
prirrsuers+41ECUPSE GS '90 
Wile,  
Sap, 74k. pw,p,
 ps, ac, cc, stereo, 












 born baby condition! 





120(X) character storage 
even when unplugged
 by MN. 
500 
character
 multiline  
correction 
with no mess 
tape.  
Heavy-duty,
 GE washer 
tough.  
Can be 
interfaced  to a 
computer.  













 homes for 














































































































































Apply GP 848 N. Rest St. San tee. 
ARE 
YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN 
and rewarding job?
 Become a 
teacher or a subsitute for our 
school -age day care program. 
These are great positions for 
students. Most teacher positions 
are afternoons, M -F. Substitute 
positions are perfect for those 
who have only one or two after-
noons available. Units in ECE, 
Rec. Pay, Soc. or Ed are required. 
Please call Small World Schools 
at 408-379-3200 ext 21. 
Shoreline Golf
 Links -NOW HIRING 
Looking for a fun 
job in a beautiful 
setting? Shoreline Golf Links
 is 
the place for you. Hiring in Pro shop,
 
Driving range, & Snack bar area's. 
Call now for info: 415-903-6133. 
AUTOCAD Level 12/13 
Operator/
 
Designer. High purity gas 
facilities
 
design & installation. 
Piping
 draw-
ings, schematics, field verification, 
asbuilts. Part-time school year, 
full time other. Contact & get 
resume to Dick Sillan, 924-3928. 
Mailbox Eng. 491. Leave message. 
GREAT 
PAY, FLEXIBLE HOURS. 
10 to 40 
hotrs per week. Counters 
& drivers needed. Got a sense 
of humor? If so. come on down. 
Pizza A 
GoGo
 117 E. San Carlos. 










tools for program 
developers. 
 Emulation  
Oonfiguration/Tcolsmitly  - 
Develop
 debug & support
 new 




tions. Translate & write 
Verilog 
modules.  Must have 
Unix











 Top Pay! 
Contact & get resume
 to Dick 
Sillan,






 1 block from campus. 
408-298-9669.  
J013.$ JOBS JOBS 
Borg-Warner







Unarmed security officers 
Prestigious client sites 
Medical  Benefits 
Training/Uniforms provided 
Military experience a plus 
CALL 

















 salary tips. 






Call today 1-415-968-9933. 
International
 Bartenders School. 
AS. PROGRAM BOARD 
POSITIONS  AVAILABLE! 
Interested in 
arts/ext.
 for SJSU? 
Accepting applications for office 
staff 8. director positions. Apply 
at
 A.S. Office, Student Union, 
Room 360. Ph. 924-6240. 
SWIM INSTRUCTORS/SUMMER
 96  
WSI, CPR, FA, LG req. Please 
send 
resume  & cert. to: West 
Coast Aquatics / Attn: JFN 
PO Eft 110007, Campbell, 95011. 
ADVERTISING SALES 
for English/Spanish Newspaper. 
Little experience OK, will 
train.  
Car required. 20% commission 
paid daily. Flex hours available. 
Call John at 436-7850. 
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL 
position for Contracting Co. in 
Campbell. 




FT/PT positions with infants, 
toddlers,
 preschool & school age. 
Great 
advancement  and growth 
opportunity. Good benefits.
 Maned. 
openings. ECE  exper. preferred. 
Call Action Day Nurseries. 
408-996-1437. 
$40,000/YR INCOME 
potential. Home Typists/PC 
users. Toll Free 1-800-898-
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. 





Corporate Saes. Top Pay! 
Too many benefits to list! 
Day, Swing Gave Slues, F/f &P/T. 




awn San Cabs arid Parlance, 
behind the
 Card and Party Store 
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
 BAR. 
FT & PT positions
 avail, in busy 
whole foods restaurant.
 All shifts 
avail. Rec. hrs. $7./hr to 
start. Aptly 
is person. 1314 




















chkicare (6+ ECE) 
preferred. M-F. 
2-6  flex. Looking 
for fun creative 
people who are 

















Elem. schoor age recreation wog. 
P/T from 2-6pm,
 MF during the 
school year, turns
 into F/T (or P/T) 
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal. 
Los 
Gatos/Srtga.  Rec. Dept. call 
Janet at 
354-8700x23.  (Not mei 
school year? Call for summer em-
ployment -lifeguards, camp leaders). 
DOES YOUR 
SUMMER
 JOB SUCK? 
Our 129 year-old 
publishing  conk 
pany, Southwestern, is looking to 
select
 8-10 students from SJSU 
to work in our 
summer program. 
Average profit from 
summer
 work: 
$5,766. For interview 
information 
call (408) 241-9903. 
TEACHER: Cupertino Montessori 
School needs Class/Daycare asst 
110:306:30/2:30-6:301  Elena 
age. Benefits. Call 2553770. 
BEN & JERRY'S 
Ice Cream Parlor
 
Now hiring manager 
& assistant manager 




TEACHER: Before & After School 
Program, F/T.
 Paid medical, 
dental & 
vacation.  ECE or Rec. 
units 
required.
 Resume to: 
Frederick Ferrer, 0 Gardner 
Children's Center, 611 Willis Ave. 
San Jose,  CA. 95125. EOE 
KITCHEN
 Cleanup helper needed 
T-Th/6:308pm, 
F/12:302pm. Lv. 
name & ph. 
00
 292-733a azabeth 
BICYCLE MESSENGER
 SERVICE 




Inner City Express. Apply in person.
 
22 West Saint John, San lose. 
WORK P/T WITH 
DISABLED  ADIJLIS 





 /hr. Call Greater 










 checkng fluids 
and driving. Positions are 
now  




ules in a fast -paced, 
friendly  
environment. Candidates
 must be 
a 
least 18 (with college credits) 
and possess a good driving 
record. Please apply in person 
with your DMV printout at: 
ENTERPRISE RENT -A-CAR 
1350 N. First Street (LeBaron Hotel) 





 "TO DO" UST 
Register for class _Roommate
 
Place to love Student ban Buy _Place
_Flk11.5 A JOBIl _STeke 
up a conversation with that nice 
boking 
person
 I met at registration. 
'We 
can't  help you with every 
thing but 
we may be able to help 
you 
with
 a job. 
Would you like a 
position  that 
will compliment you' class schedule? 




 Frenich & 
VANGUARD 
SECURITY SERVICES 
Apply MF 8arn-5prn. 
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara 
corner Scott/San Tomas. 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH 8 
up to 
5120/week! 
Become  a Sperm 
Donor. 
Healthy males, 19-34 years old. 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact California Cryobank 
415-324-1900, 
M -F, 8-5pm. 
TELEMARKETING  
Sell Calif's best 
newspapers.  
Flexible hours, 
open  9am to 9pm 
7days  a week. Hourly, plus bonus. 
Near Ligiht Rail, Transit. 
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
 
MEDIA 
PROMOTIONS,  INC. 
Downtown  
408-4940203 
Campbell  408-364-2703 
Office positions
 also available. 
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES 
NEEDED 
for new classy Asian Nightclub.
 
Excellent bps. Weekend / evening 
shifts. Call James at 729-7829 
835,000/YR. INCOME 
potential. Reading 
books.  Toll 
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R-
2236 for details. 
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING 
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO
 jobs 
earning 
$10  hr. to $400/week.
 
Jobs filled on a first





donation.  Desperate 
Asian 
couples  need your help 






and expenses paid. Please call 
WWFC 1-510-820-9495. 
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
mailing 





PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting students who wish to 
excel
 in playing guitar or bass. All 
levels welcome: Beginning. 
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 




Member of Professional 
AsSeciation of Resume Writers. 
Reasonable Rates. 




Why  suffer and get poor 
grades when help is just a call 
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) assists with 
research & 
writing.  Tutorial also 





Samples & references available. 
Chinese 8. other langs. spoken. 
Foreigners welcome! Call today 
for free 
phone  consultation: 
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel. 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY. 
Assistance
 with Visas and Green 
Cards.
 Reasonable Rates. Call 
Tamara 
Daney  -415.267-7267. 
WRITING HELP. Fast professional 
editing. 





 proposals,  
reports,  
etc. 
For  more info, 




















min. (9'min max) 
18 yrs. / 
Touch tone phone 
THE COP -LINE. 
Morgan Hill, CA, 
Bus. Ph.# 408-683-5723. 
WANTED
 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS. 
Lose 8400 lbs. New metabolism 
breakthrough.
 I lost 15 lbs. in 3 
weeks. R.N. assisted program. 
Guaranteed results. $35.03 
cost.  
Free gift. 18036660841. 
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for 







MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing 
or using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted hair. 
Back - Chest -  
Bikini   Chin -
Tummy etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96. 
Hair Today Gate Tomorrow, 621 E. 




OF UNWANTED HAIR? 
Electrolysis is the answer!! 
I remove hair from any where 
on your body, from facial hair to 
bikini area. Call for appointment. 
Camelia's Electrolysis Place. 
1190 Warn,  
San  Jose, 993-9093. 
MorkSat./ 
Free Cons. /Eve appts. 
All Students Receive 20% Discount 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 















scholarships and venous 
awards sponsored by 
Packaging  
industry! Enroll in Packaging for 
elobility. Scholarships available
 for 
Spnng and Fall 1996. Graduates 
receive 5 or mae job offers. 
Starting salaries from $33-+.  
For details.
 contact Dr. Jorge 
Marcondes,
 Packaging Program 
Coordinator
 at 408/9243210. 
IS 207 or CCB 200. 
FREE MONEY For Your 
Education! 
Apply for your share in 
millions of 
unclaimed 
private  sector 
and.
 Call 






FINANCIAL  NEED? 
We can help. 
Private money. 





Certain advertisements In 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses  for 
additional Information 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when making 
these further contacts, they 




 an services. 
In 
addition,
 readers should 
carefully Investigate all firms 
offering employment 
listings  
orcoupons for discount 
vacations or merchandise 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL 
RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters,  numbers. punctuation & spaces between words. 
1  fl mum EJOLI___I=ElairiLl[11DOEIE 














Two  Three 
Day 





































 the fifth day, rete 






spaces) set ri bold 
for no extra charge 
Up to 5 
additional  words 
available in bold 
for $3 each 
SEMESTER
 RATES 
3-9 lines: $70  













 _Rental Housing 














_Autos For Sale* _Entertainment' 
_Computers




_Employment _Wad Processing 
_Opportunities 
_Scholarships  
Send check a money order to: 
Spartan Daily 
ClassMeds  
Sen Jose State University 
San JOSS, CA 95192-0149 
MI 
Classified  
desk is located in 






two weekdays before publication 
III All ads are prepaid  No refunds on cancelled ads 
II Rates for consecutive publications dates only 
 OUIEST1014St CALL (408)9944277 
 Special
 student rates available for these
 classifications.S5.00 for a 3 line 
ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed 
in person In 
DB H 209, 
between 10am 
and  2pm. Student 
ID required. 
**Lost & Found ads are
 offered free, 3 lines for 
3 days, as a service to the
 campus community 
WORD 
PROCESSING  
EXPERT  WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science & Erglish papers/theses 
our specialty. Laser printing. Free 
spell check and storage. APA. 
Turabian and other formats. 
Resumes,  editing, graphics 
and other services available. 
Masterson's
 Word Processing. 
Cai Paul cr 
















 Word Processing! 
Theses.
 Tenn Papers. Nursing & 
Group Protects, 
Resumes.  Letters.  
Manuscnpts. etc. 
WordPerfect  5.1. 
HP Laser II. All 
formats.  specualizing 
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and 
grammatical editing. Free disk 
storage. All work guaranteed! 
Worry free, 
dependable
 and prompt 
service. To avoid disappointment, 
call now to reserve your time! 
Call PAM 247-2681 (8arn-8prin. 
THE PERFECT PAPER 
"Resumes
 
Research  Papers 
*Manuscripts. etc. 
Worked with SJSU Students & 
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick 
Turnanouid. 10 
mnutes  fran SJSU. 




Word  Processing 
Theses, term 
papers,  group 
projects, resumes, mini cr micro 
cassette transcnption All formats. 
Fax
 available. Experienced. 






CALL MARCIA 288-9448 
Word Processing Servicerfm 
Editing/Format
 Specialist for 
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
 
APA  Turablan  MLA 











Grad Student will tutor Physics, 
Chemistry, Math and Computer 
Science. First session is free. 





Insurance  Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU 
fa 20 years 
'Great Rates 
for  Good Drivers
 
-
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 21, 1996 
San Jose State University 
SPARTAN DAILY 
Buchanan
 takes GOP race in New
 Hampshire 
il 





won a narrow victory 
Tuesday in New 
Ilampslure's leadoff presidential




 his perch as 
Republican
 
Ii ont-runner  
and throwing the GOP race 
into  three-way tit:moil. 
Late
-charging  Lamar Alexander, the 
former 
Tennessee governor,
 ran a close third and suggested 





Buchanan than -a weakened Senator Dole." 
The candidates on 
Wednesday
 were launching 
immediately into a five










looked South, to Georgia and South 
Carolina, hoping
 his Tennessee roots would translate 
into 
regional  strength. 
For Buchanan, the commen-
tator-turned












self  and his often 
unortho-




 of precincts 
counted, Buchanan 
had  51,469 
votes,  or 27 percent, to 
49,648 or 26 
percent for Dole. 
Alexander had 43,600, 23 
percent,  Publishing heir 
SleVe 
Forbes was a distant fourth 
at 12 percent, and 
said by associates to be 
reassessing his campaign but 
( ertain to press on for another week because of his 
strength in Arizona and 
Delaware.
 
In exit polls, voters cited pocketbook issues jobs, 
taxes
 and budget deficits  as they judged the eight -
man 
Republican field. 
Asked which issue mattered most in deciding how 












the federal budget deft, it. In clear rake to in of the 
66 




they settled on 
their choice in 
the final week. 
President 
Clinton swept to 
overwhelming victory in the 
Democratic primary, logging 
more
 than 90 percent 
of the 
vote against token opposition. 
The 
fractures in the 
Republican  field gave Clinton 




 people," Clinton said in a 
victory statement that offered his view of the 
Republican
 race. 
New Hampshire's results were likely to winnow
 the 
  GOP field, though none of 
Now I know why they call 
this the Granite State. Because 
it's 
so hard to crack. 
Bob Dole 




struggling  candidates 
would 
inunediately  admit as 
much. Forbes, particularly, 
had to be disappointed. He 
had been tied for the New 
Hampshire lead a month 
ago but his effort to promote 
a flat income tax wilted as 
moderate voters chose 
between Dole and 
Alexander. 
Indiana Sen. Dick Lugar 
was fifth at 5 percent, Alan Keyes had 3 percent. 
Illinois  businessmen Morry Taylor and California Rep. 
Robert Doman had even less to show for their New 
Hampshire efforts. 
"We have made history again tonight," Buchanan 
said
 in celebration. Buchanan delivered a scathing 
populist critique of the GOP 
establishment
 and big 
corporations and cast his showing as "a victory for the 
good men and women of Middle America." 
Perhaps the biggest difference between Buchanan 
and his two rivals is trade policy. They supported the 
NAFTA and civrr free-trade agreements as critical to 













'right  to die' 
rulings  
WASHING!
 AP)  'Hie Supreme Court 
Tuesday agree il ti decide whether Congress can 
require cable
 television systems to carry local 
broadcast signals  a provision intended
 to pro-
tect small stations from extinction. 
The 
court  said it will hear cable companies' 
argument that
 the 1992 "must carry" law 
violates  
their constitutionally 
protected  free-speech rights. 
The Clinton 
administration
 says the law is need-
ed to save many broadcasters from being driven 
out of business. 
The court refused to 
second-guess  federal limits 
on cable television
 rates, which have saved cus-
tomers several billion dollars since
 1993. 
The court, without 
comment,  turned away 
Time Warner Entertainment 
Co.'s argument that 
a 17 percent rate cut imposed
 by government reg-





 cases, the court 
Turned away 
a "right to die" dispute over a 
permanently incapacitated
 Michigan man whose 





 Island, N.Y., community
 award 
garbage -hauling contracts
 only to those compa-
nies that agree to dispose of the
 trash at a govern-
ment-designated facility. 
Agreed to use a 
California  case to clarify 
when 
the government can 
deport  some immi-
grants
 who entered the country 
through fraud. 
The justices 
said  they will hear the Clinton 
admin-
istration's appeal of a 
ruling  it said made it harder 
for the government
 to deport such people. 




the Ten Commandments in a public park 
near
 the state Capitol. 
In the cable TV case, 
Turner
 Broadcasting 
System and other cable companies said the must -
carry law 
improperly  gives broadcasters "a unique, 
favored position" among 
those competing for 
cable channels. 
The must -carry provision requires cable opera-
tors to set aside part of their channel capacity for 
commercial and public broadcast TV stations. 
The 
telecommunications bill signed by 
President Clinton earlier this month extends that
 
provision to telephone companies that provide 
cable television services. 
More than 60 percent of American households 
subscribe to cable television. New cable networks 
are being created so rapidly that there is heavy 
competition for space on cable systems. 
Congress enacted the must -carry requirement 
because smaller, 
independent
 broadcasters not 
affiliated 
with  a network feared cable companies 
would drop
 them without such a rule. They then 
could lose advertising and face 
going out of busi-
ness. 
A three -judge 
federal  court upheld the law in 
1993, but the Supreme Court last 
year
 ordered 
further study. The high court said 
cable  TV opera-
tors have greater free -speech rights than 
broad-




said the law could be upheld only if it 
did not "burden substantially more 
speech
 than is 
necessary to further the government's legitimate 
interests" of preserving broadcasters' access to 
cable systems. 
The lower court upheld the must -carry provi-
sion again last December by a 2-1 vote. 
All but about 50 of the nation's 11,000 cable TV 
companies are monopolies. Congress in 1992 
ordered the Federal Communications 
Commission to enact regulations
 to ensure rea-




react  to 
accident,
 

















for  more visible exit 
signs  on train 
cars in the
 wake of a fiery 
crash  
that killed eleven. 
Investigators
 are trying to deter-
mine
 whether as many as eight of 
the  II fatalities could
 have been 

















Maryland  state 
medical  exam-
iner reported 
Monday  that one 
crewmen 





















Examination  of the charred 
remains showed "no evidence of 
injuries (froni the 







John  Smialek, 
Maryland's chief medical examin-
er, said in an interview. He said two 
other crewmen and another stu-











including  seven in 
the 
lead car that sustained















 and windows, 
or had 
unclear  instructions on 
how to open escape 
ways.  The win-
dows were made
 of a type of glass 
that
 would have been ahnost 






Safety Board also was expected 
now to take an 
even closer look at 
the design of the Amtrak locomo-
tive, a General Motors model on 














Black said Monday 
the  locomotive, 
built in the 1970s, is the 
standard  
design 
in the railroad industry, but 
that
 Amtrak was gradually replac-
ing it with a more
 modern version 
that 
encloses the fuel 
tank  within 
the 
main frame. So far, 
Anitrak  has 
bought 54 
of
 the newer locomo-
tives



















 but was 
not heavily
 damaged. 
The  lead 
locomotive  was just 
beginning  
to 
shift to a 
parallel  track 
in Silver 
Spring, 




 with the 
cons -
miner  train 
occurred.  
Witnesses
 have told 
the  NTSB 
that 
some








 tried to 
get out of 
the car, 
but were
 unable to 
open
 or break 
windows. 
"We 
found  some 
doors  that did-
n't  open. We 
don't  know the 
rea-
sons 
why.  We also 
found  some 
exit 






opened  the 
way we like
 to see them 
open,"  said 
John 
Goglia,
 who is 










almost  immediately 
after 
the 




according  to rescue
 
officials and 
published  more 
in the 
railroad industry 
and  intend to ask 
CSX 
why  a signal 
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We 
have





 for president 
 99 
Buchanan blames the deals 
for sending American manu-
facturing jobs overseas, and 
stagnating  wages at home. 
Buchanan IS also far more out-
spoken than either 
Dole  or 




 to be the 
"most  pro-
life president in 
history"  and 
vows there will be no jobs 
for  
avowed 
homosexuals in a Buchanan
 adniinistration. 
Cluiging to hopes for a late -night 
comeback.
 Dole 
did not concede. But he appeared resigned to placing 
second in New Hampshire, again. "Now I know why
 
they call this the Granite State," said Dole. "Because 
it's so hard to crack." 
This time, Dole vowed a disappointing New 
Hampshire night would not derail his candidacy, as 
was the case in 1988. Ignoring Alexander's showing, 
Dole said it was time for mainstream Republicans to 
rally to his side in the dizzying rush of contests
 begin-
ning Saturday in 
Delaware.  
"Right now it is a two -man
 race. It is going to be a 
one-man race before long," Dole said. "Over the next 
month we will decide if we are the party 
of
 fear or 
hope." That was a thinly 
veiled  poke at Buchanan's 
protectionist trade views and tough stand on lllll gra-
tion. 
Alexander congratuled 
Buchanan but criticized his 
ideas, especially about canceling 
global trade
 deals and putting 
tariffs on foreign goods. Taking 
direct aim at Dole, Alexander 
said the 72 -year -old senator had 
proven
 himself a weak candidate 
for Republicans to send into battle against President 
Clinton. "He does not have enough ideas," Alexander 
said of Dole. 
Still, Alexander conceded third -place would soon 
not be good enough: "I have to start winning soon." 
66 
I have to start winning soon. 






GOP contributors that he can beat 
Buchanan.  In bid-
ding for the 
mainstream  





 is way behind 
Dole 
in
 terms of 
financial resources 
and  organization
 in the 
states soon 
up on the 

















 by economic  conserv-
atives, and his












Speaker Newt Gingrich has 
warned allies a Buchanan-




the candidates jockeyed to 
define  the mud-
dled 
New 
Hampshire results in 
their favor, other 
Republicans gasped at the race's uncertainty  
and 
volatility. 













Hampshire had left a muddled race for 
top billing at 
the 






 GOP convention 
delegates
 at 
stake, with 996 delegates netded to win the 
Republican nomination. Buchanan won six, Dole and 
Alexander
 four each, and
 Forbes two. 
But the 
















 won here en 
route to the 
White House. 
Clinton is the 
sole  excep-
tion,  finishing 
second in 
1992. 
A three-way battle leaving New Hampshire was 











 moved to 
Denver  
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)  A 




trial to Denver, 
saying Timothy
 McVeigh and Terry 
Nichols could 
not be guaranteed a 




was carried out. 
"The interests of the victims in 
being able to attend this trial in 
Oklahoma are outweighed by the 
court's obligation to assure that 




 and with due 
regard  for all constitutional 
requirements,- 
U.S. District Judge 
Richard Matsch wrote. 
Defense attorneys had
 main-
tained that intense 
media  coverage 
of the April 
19 bombing in 
Oklahoma
 would make a fair
 trial 
impossible in the state. 
"I am pleased that we were 
able 
to convince the judge 
that the trial 
should not
 be held in Oklahoma," 
McVeigh 




 that an 
impartial jury could be seated. 
They sought to have the
 trial in 
Tulsa, 90 miles to the northeast of 
Oklahoma City, so that victims' 
families could easily attend. 
The government does not 
have 
the right to appeal the decision 




 Reno said. 
"We 
intend to pursue every 
means available to provide sur-
vivors and loved ones with an 
opportunity to observe and follow 
events in the courtroom,"
 she said 



















































Movies  subject 
to
 change 
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